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Charles Funnell

It was an honour to be part of the jury for the Metal Arts Guild of Canada’s 70th Anniversary exhibition “Innovation”! The process was expertly choreographed by Cheryl Fraser. The variety of pieces presented was a wonderful testament to the richness, creativity and innovative spirit
of the Canadian metals community. All of the submissions for the exhibition were so strong, that making final selections was challenging. The
jurying process in itself is an interesting back and forth ballet as considerations both artistic and technical are scrutinized. It was enlightening
to hear the artist statements as the pieces were presented allowing us insight into their individual creative innovations and processes.
Shona Rae’s piece was a standout. Its creative exuberance enchanted me and her innovative materials and techniques dazzled. While Shao-Pin
Chu’s bracelets left me in awe, through his innovative materials use, purity of form, surface texture, not to mention technical brilliance. Jackie
Anderson not to be outdone, created an inspired collage of innovative design elements working in concert to achieve harmony.

Claudio Pino

Innovation, Creativity, Passion and Dedication
Seventy years of innovation, creativity, passion and dedication: the Metal Arts Guild of Canada has such talented members coming from all
across the country. Many of them participated in this special call for entry: INNOVATION Juried Exhibition. They all presented us with exquisite
pieces. It was obvious that they had put all their heart into their works, which made the selection process even more complicated! With my
magnifying eyeglass and loupe, I examined meticulously each detail while keeping in mind the explored concept. The equilibrium between the
visual, technical and conceptual aspects of each artwork was most important to me. How can a piece evoke an emotion, a story, while bringing together well-mastered techniques and innovative concepts? The Sugar Skull Swing Ring and Sugar Skull Bone Box by Shona Rae responded to this question. With so many different levels of exploration, this highly detailed piece well deserved the 2016 Steele Trophy. The Blue
Ice Variations by Shao-Pin Chu also captured attention, for its delicacy and an effect of almost weightlessness. This sensation is created by its
spectacular texture, resulting from a high-precision technique of fabrication. Finally, for its uniqueness and audacity in the lines, the elegant
piece entitled Looking Forward: Sorrento Lorgnette by Jackie Anderson really exceeded our expectations. Overall, I witnessed a real passion
for metal arts that was so well expressed in each of the pieces. Congratulations to all participants!

Yolanda vanderGaast

It was a pleasure to be part of the jury to select artwork for the MAG Canada 70th Anniversary Exhibition – Innovation.
Although “necessity is the mother of invention,” innovation is all about pushing traditional boundaries and bringing a fresh approach to creating works of art.
The work submitted impressed upon me a wonder of creative expression. Each piece was unique in design and there were many great examples where materials, techniques and processes were used in a novel new way. There were several beautiful pieces that left a lasting impression and I was pleased to see the level of skill and craftsmanship that went into the work.
As a sculptor of larger scale metal work, focusing on the details and the intricacies of smaller scale sculpture and fine art jewellery was enlightening and enjoyable. I appreciated the similarities in the techniques involved in creating work.
Thank you for the opportunity to be part of this special 70th Anniversary Exhibition.

Jackie Anderson
Calgary, AB
Looking Forward: Sorrento Lorgnette

DESIGN AWARD

Sterling, 19K yellow gold, anodized aluminum, wood, plastic
17.5 x 11.1 x 0.7 cm
As we all do, I collect appealing, odd, disparate items particularly when travelling.
In my low-tech studio, I am always intrigued as to how to integrate them into
my work.
In Sorrento, Italy, I found amazing cutoffs from marquetry, the fine wood
inlay art of which they are so well known for.
Utilizing and stabilizing this delicate material in a different manner than it
was intended for was my challenge. Embracing the tradition and elegance of
the material and moving it forward was my goal.
Linda Brown
Thunder Bay, ON
Innovation For Three
Hammer formed and textured bronze
6” x 6” x 3”
Innovation For Three is a study of the dynamics inherent in the natural
structures observed in the landscape along the North Shore of Lake Superior.
Nature is the best innovator. As species grow and change in nature, there
seems to be a give and take between those juxtaposed to each other, which
affects the shaping and growth of each. This change allows for a type of
innovation, which defines the survival of species. The bronze bowl has been
created in a similar fashion as two species growing within a confined space.
Three wired lines are hammered into the flat metal disc creating lines of tension that will affect the growth of the three shapes created during the sinking process. The tree-textured surface is hammered on following the second
course of sinking, so that in the proceeding courses the texture stretches and
defines the natural exterior of the bowl. Shaping of each section of the bowl
is not only determined by the force of the hammer, but also by the natural
growth of the folds. Natural Innovation.

Mo Ying Chan
Toronto, ON
Tom’s Ladder
18K yellow gold, 22K yellow gold, diamond 0.10ct, quartz with rutile and
tourmaline inclusions - cut by Tom Munsteiner 60.19ct.
25 x 72mm
Innovation for me began 15 years ago when I first purchased the beautiful
stones of Bernd and Tom Munsteiner. These works of art are cut to maximize the qualities of the natural inclusions, to reflect light and shapes in a
certain way, not to make life easy for the setter. They all have strange angles,
and sharp edges; surfaces normally parallel to each other, are not parallel
in these works. The approach, to set these safely, securely and at angles
designed for the wearer, was to combine many techniques in ways I had not
done previously. Each setting must also enhance the personality of the stone
without unnecessary distraction. Each stone presents its own unique challenges. For me, innovation requires more thinking, less doing.

Andrée Chénier
Toronto, ON
Spotted Egg Brooch and Feather Brooch
Sterling silver, feathers
33 x 45 x 11mm / 35 x 46 x 11mm
Several years ago I started making wearable containers with hinged doors
and catches to keep items like feathers, flower petals and seeds inside. As
much as I enjoyed making these items, I wondered if there might be a way
to create a container that could showcase feathers without adding a moving
mechanism like a door or permanently securing them in.
Unlike dried flower petals or seeds, feathers have a springy quality and are
malleable. It occurred to me that perhaps these same qualities could be
used to hold them in place. If I created a domed shape and made an opening, I might be able to tuck the feather inside. After several prototypes, I
came up with the egg container that utilizes the feather’s natural physical
qualities to keep it inside and display it at the same time.

Shao-Pin Chu
Toronto, ON
Blue Ice Variations (Bangles)

BEST IN TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT

Titanium
62mm ID, 76mm OD, 21mm W
Titanium has been introduced in the art metal and jewellery designs in the
recent decades. A non-precious metal which offers high strength and lightweight. By applying a hydraulic formig method, large hollow jewellery objects can be produced with a relatively lightweight.
Blue Ice Variations are made from two pieces of titanium rings. With expansion and compression forming methods, the interior of the bangle is hollow.
The texture is cut on the surface of the bangles to create facets; and anodizing creates the blue colour.
Plus and Minus (Salt and Pepper Shakers)
Sterling silver, stainless steel
60 x 75mm
The method of hydraulic forming has become a great addition to traditional
silversmithing techniques. The use of solid steel forms enables the precise
alignment of two halves of a design, as well as the possibility to reproduce
the design in multiples.
Plus and Minus is a set of salt and pepper shakers made by a hydraulic forming method. Plus the flavour and minus the salt.
Micro Architecture
Palladium sterling silver, citrine 11ct.
33 x 22 x 14mm
I had an opportunity over a decade ago, to acquire a collection of large faceted citrines. The geometric design of the gemstones inspired me, just like
architecture, to finally incorporate one of them into this ring.
The ring is made of palladium sterling silver, which has much higher strength
and hardness compared to traditional copper alloy sterling silver. The citrine
is set with a channel setting, leaving two ends exposed for the view of its
geometric facets on the lower pavilion.

Jay (Seul Kee) Joo
Toronto, ON
Triple Dia Structure (Ring)
14K yellow gold
2.5 x 2.5 x 3.8mm
Like any sketching process, it all begins with a line. Connecting line to line
creates a plane and a combination of points, lines and planes form a visible
discernible shape. I convey a passion for innovative design and architecture
by combining organic, geometric and clean minimalist dynamic forms with
lines and joints.
My work is about how one line connects to another, and by connecting them
I create shape, figure and three-dimensional structures. I have utilized existing platonic structures and through manipulation and removing lines reduce
the planes of the configuration. The piece retains some trace of the original
but through the process becomes something new.

Composition – Circle Brooch
14K yellow gold, druzy onyx, amethyst
5.2 x 5.4 x 0.8cm
Like any sketching process, it all begins with a line. Connecting line to line
creates a plane and a combination of points, lines and planes form a visible
discernible shape. I convey a passion for innovative design and architecture
by combining organic, geometric and clean minimalist dynamic forms with
lines and joints.
My work is about how one line connects to another, and by connecting them
I create shape, figure and three-dimensional structures. I have utilized existing platonic structures and through manipulation and removing lines reduce
the planes of the configuration. The piece retains some trace of the original
but through the process becomes something new.

Charles Lewton-Brain
Calgary, AB
Bridge (Ring)
Welded stainless steel, electroformed copper, electroformed 24k yellow
gold, rubies
10.5 x 2 x 5cm
Innovation is addressed by the use of the mandrel, leaving it inside the electroform, which is not normal for this process. ‘It is a drawing.’ I have taken an
ancient 19th century technique and repurposed it here.
This work utilizes the grid and a tension, a ‘frisson’ between nature and
structure. The grid has always represented human society to me, culture,
and the rules we choose and construct. The poignancy of humans laying
structure upon the universe, of our need to create and seek pattern intrigues
me, and is part of the work. The project uses nature, guides nature to create
form using material characteristics and process. The work is about drawing,
making committed marks as with pen and ink, rapid decisions in time and
space, a confident commitment to the mark.
Ann L. Lumsden
Ottawa, ON
Fresh Water
Sterling silver, anodized niobium, Japanese freshwater pearl, zebra mussel
shells, epoxy
57 x 32 mm
While swimming at my family’s cottage on Otter Lake, Ontario, I was struck
by the attractiveness of the zebra mussels, which encrust much of the underwater landscape. The dried-out shells left on shore by raccoons are dull and
uninteresting, but below the surface of the lake, you can see the beautiful
and distinctive bands of black, brown and cream that inspired the mussel’s
name. After some trial, and much error, I discovered a way to incorporate
this fragile material into my jewellery pieces. I harvest the mussels from the
lake, scrub and empty them, fill the shell halves with epoxy to both strengthen and connect them, and finally polish the shell’s exterior. In my ring Fresh
Water, I combine the lowly zebra mussel and the prized Japanese freshwater
pearl. I feel both have a beauty worthy of admiration.
I’m pleased with this innovative use of an invasive pest, and most cottagers
would agree that one less zebra mussel in the lake is a good thing!

Shona Rae
Calgary, AB
Sugar Skull Swing Ring

BEST IN SHOW STEEL TROPHY

Sterling silver, 18K yellow gold, processed beef bone, moonstone, oil paint
1.5” x 1.5” x 1.5”
Sugar Skull Swing Ring is my innovative response to enlarged knuckles. I
designed a ring that will swivel open and fit it on to the narrow part of the
finger and then close with a key that appears to be a decorative moonstone
element. The use of bone enabled me to create a hidden cavity for the key’s
blade so it could not be removed completely and another one for a secret
compartment. The Sugar Skull is a symbol of nourishment for the dead as
well as rebirth. I would like to think that the ring will be worn as a symbol
of empowerment and perhaps give comfort for those who have lost loved
ones that they miss. The locket can contain a small photograph, or perhaps a
lock of hair, a reminder of what has passed. In today’s technologically driven society using my hands to create singular objects that serve the human
inclination to adorn our person and environment with objects of meaning
and beauty is important to me. Goldsmith techniques and metalwork are
the foundation for my creativity while the carving of natural materials is very
satisfying.
Shona Rae
Calgary, AB
NOTE: The key is ready to pull out and open when the ball divet on the gold Sugar Skull Bone Box
bezel lines up with the tiny drilled hole on the side of the ring. The opening BEST IN SHOW STEEL TROPHY
for the secret compartment and the shank can only be opened and or closed Sterling silver, processed beef bone, oil paint, carved and constructed
in one direction. I put the ring on and then slide the door closed afterwards. 2.5” x 3.5” x 3”
The bone is put through the dishwasher for a minimum of 5 loads before it The Sugar Skull Bone Box is also another of my new ‘inventions’ and
goes to the studio. Then I know the cracks and flaws in the piece and I can
I couldn’t resist constructing a container/stand for the Sugar Skull
work around them. Some cracking is superficial but will not adversely affect Swing Ring. Using the natural shape of the bone lends itself to the
the final product. The painted bone can be worn in the shower or bath but I creation of vessels while supporting my penchant for carving. The lid
do not recommend that it be worn to do the dishes.
‘swings’ open which cuts down considerably on construction time and
was an innovation I began using about 10 years ago to make an affordable locket for a young client of mine.
I felt the skull theme to be especially appropriate for this suite of
work– bone/skull. It was a tongue in cheek way to choose my subject
matter for this project.

Christian Roux
Montreal, QC
Cone
Silver, zircon, steel
Clipped silver cone with diamond cut stone set inverted in its narrow opening and so completing the geometry of the cone.
Prioritizing the shape lines of the stone over its inherent optical qualities for
which it was cut, as a misappropriation of its normal function.
Cône coupé en argent avec pierre de taille-diamant, sertie à l’envers dans l’ouverture étroite
du cône, complétant ainsi sa géométrie.
Prioriser les lignes de la forme de la pierre, au détriment des qualités optiques pour
lesquelles
elle fut taillée, constitue un détournement de sa fonction normale.

Catherine Sheedy
Lévis, QC
La liberté d’Icare (broche)
Alliage d’argent, acier galvanisé
L’innovation née souvent de l’erreur ou de la prise de risque. Pour ce faire, il est nécessaire
d’adopter un état d’esprit qui favorise l’ouverture, qui est propice à la découverte. Il faut
oser remettre en question les conventions, exploiter ce qui a été appris. Pour faire cette
broche, j’ai d’abord procédé à un rituel de libération en coulant des bijoux que j’avais faits il
y a une dizaine d’années et en les transformant par la technique du « foldforming ». Pour la
conception, j’ai utilisé une méthode de travail favorisant l’inattendu. J’ai construit des modules pouvant être assemblés, mais je n’ai pas prédéterminé la forme finale de l’objet. Au
risque de me tromper, j’ai travaillé de manière intuitive en répondant à la forme en devenir.

Sometimes innovation comes from mistakes or risky decisions. It’s necessary
to adopt an open mind, to make discoveries. It’s important to get out of
our comfort zone, questioning preconceived ideas and exploiting what was
learned. For creating this brooch, I first did a “liberation ritual”, destroying
and melting a few jewels I made 10 years ago, transforming them using a
“foldforming” technique. An unexpected method was used for the conception. I’ve fabricated modules that can be assembled but I did not predetermine the final result, the way the object could look like. Risking making
mistakes, I’ve worked in an intuitive way, guided by the form during the
construction.

Susan Lee Stephen
St. John’s, NL
Spotted!
Sterling silver, 3M reflective fabric, waxed copper etched with antique city
map, bronze, dental wire
Reflective safety materials emerged first in industrial work-wear, then sportswear, and are now available to the average Joe who wishes to avoid being
struck down by a car as he walks to the corner for a jug of milk. However, the
products currently on the market are crude strictly purpose-driven design:
fluorescent and reflective armbands or vests. If you’re wearing sportswear
the items currently available will suffice, but what if you’re dressed up for an
evening out? Is it necessary to entirely sacrifice style for safety? The reflective brooches I’ve created can be worn in several configurations: spilling
over the shoulder, one on each lapel, even arranged between the shoulder
blades. Their style will not detract from the dressier outer coat one might be
wearing for a sophisticated evening on the town – with the added bonus of
avoiding being run over – always a perk when planning a night out!
Donald A. Stuart
Midhurst, ON
Couples Connect
18K yellow Ontario gold (Detour Mine), Ontario diamonds (Victor Mine,
.62ct VS GH), high-grade Ontario gold ore, braided leather
To celebrate the 70th anniversary of the Metal Arts Guild of Canada, I have
used gold and gold ore from an Ontario mine, as well as, Ontario diamonds…
and ‘my’ brummel hook! Necklace for her, bracelet for him….
As a kid, I was fascinated with a brummel hook from my Dad’s old sailboat. I
thought it neat that it would easily connect yet very secure.
In 1987, a design competition in the United States had ‘Nautical’ as the
theme for the men’s category. I created a bracelet with a brummel hook
inspired clasp, and, to the best of my knowledge it was the first time that
this type of clasp was used in jewellery. An award winner, the piece was on
display at the major jewellery trade show in New York City as well as published in many trade magazines. I love this clasp, and, over the years, have
used it frequently in my jewellery. Was this my innovation? I will never know,
but variations of this clasp are now found in jewellery findings catalogues!!

Annette Van Leeuwen
Toronto, ON
Slice Bracelet
Sterling silver, steel reinforced epoxy
To be a creative artist, is to innovate. In my practice I am constantly searching for new ways to create work. When I found a visual example of someone
using steel reinforced epoxy to embed shells, I knew I had found the material
I had been looking for: a material that would contrast in colour with sterling
silver and be, somewhat, easy to manipulate. For years I had been working
with grey beach pebbles but felt limited in my designs by their shape. Although, I considered using concrete in my work, I knew I would be labeled as
making work “similar to” various other Canadian jewellers. I needed a new
material and method to make my jewellery. After sourcing the steel reinforced epoxy, I had to learn its “vocabulary”. Through trial and error, I discovered ways to combine it with sterling, Slice Bracelet, is an example of this.
Michaela Wolfert
Almonte, ON
Out of the Blue
Sterling silver, 18K yellow gold, glass, blue topaz (2.32ct), labradorite
(0.68ct), blue sapphire (0.26ct)
For innovation to occur, a shift in thinking is usually required. This often coincides with a change in seeing, like considering a familiar item as if viewed
for the first time. When I first encountered this 80% recycled post-consumer glass source, I had the idea that I could transform it into a new kind of
jewel. I envisioned the glass being elevated to a precious commodity when
combined with silver, gold and traditional gemstones. A lapidarist cut and
polished the industrial-use glass to my specifications … the top was left untouched to show the ripples and imperfections. The juxtaposition of materials was appealing: the precious gems and metals next to the common glass,
achieving a new beauty. What also appealed to me was the environmental
aspect; previously discarded items being re-used in a new, valuable and
innovative way. The title Out of the Blue refers to the moment when I experienced a shift in seeing and thinking. To further reference the theme, the
colour scheme was limited to the blue part of the spectrum.

Christine Woollacott
Toronto, ON
Rose Window Bracelet
Fine silver, sterling silver, vitreous enamel
In college, a nerve issue arose in my hand. Following graduation, I experimented with innovative materials that would allow me to create jewellery
without pain. Today, I use metal clay with original design molds as an alternative to casting. Metal clay is a relatively new material that is worked as
clay and sintered in a kiln to form solid metal. I tested different kiln-sintering
schedules, burnishing procedures, and methods of applying vitreous enamel
until I found the method I use today. The Rose Window Bracelet was inspired
by Gothic architecture. My goal was to capture the vibrancy and emotion of
a stained glass window in a jewellery piece. A novel T-bar clasp that completes the starburst pattern hinted at in each moon-shaped panel closes the
bracelet. Each bracelet panel is made from fine silver metal clay, decorated
with vitreous enamel, and connected with sterling silver jump rings.
Rose Window Bracelet
À collège, un problème de nerf a survenu à ma main. J’ai expérimenté avec
des matériaux innovants qui me permettraient de créer des bijoux sans douleur. J’utilise pâte d’argent avec des moules des designs originaux pour une
alternative à la coulée. Pâte d’argent est un matériau moderne, malléable
comme la pâte à modeler, et fritté dans un four pour former du métal solide.
J’ai examiné des horaires de four-frittage, des procédures de polissage, et
des méthodes d’application de l’émail vitreux jusqu’à je trouve la méthode
que j’utilise maintenant. Le Bracelet Rosace a été inspiré par l’architecture
gothique. Mon objectif était d’exposer l’éclat et l’émotion d’un vitrail dans
un bijou. Le bracelet est fermé par un fermoir inédit qui complète le motif
dans chaque panneau en forme de lune. Les panneaux du bracelet ont été
fabriqués en pâte d’argent pur, ornés avec l’émail vitreux, et reliés par des
anneaux d’argent sterling.

Carolyn Young
Waterloo, ON
Janus Pendant
Sterling silver
6 x 3cm
For me, creative innovation comes from an in-between place, a threshold
where I find connections between things that appear not to be connected,
a place of transition where I am able to turn the known into the unknown,
the recognizable into something new. My work is abstract and many of my
current pieces draw inspiration from collective intelligence patterns, such as
the flocking of birds or shoaling of fish. For this piece, I began with a simple
winged form, multiplied it, formed the pieces and treated them as a kind
of puzzle, assembling them into something new. It resembles both architecture (a spiral stair) and nature (a nautiloid shell). It is a two-sided piece
that appears to move in two directions, a “Janus” looking to the past and to
the future (i.e. the contemporary), representative of my own threshold of
innovation.
Pour moi, l’innovation créative vient d’un endroit intermédiaire, une frontière entre deux milieux où je découvre des liens entre des choses qui ne
semblaient pas être liées, un lieu de transition où je peux transformer le
connu en inconnu. Mon œuvre est abstraite et plusieurs de mes pièces
s’inspirent des modèles d’intelligence collective, tels que les vols d’oiseaux
ou les bancs de poissons. J’ai commencé cette pièce avec la forme simple
d’une aile, puis je l’ai multipliée. Ensuite j’ai formé le métal et j’ai traité les
morceaux comme une espèce de puzzle, créant quelque chose de nouveau.
Cette chose ressemble à l’architecture (un escalier circulaire) ainsi qu’à la
nature (une coquille nautiloïde). Cette une pièce à deux cotés qui semble
tourner en deux sens, un «Janus» regardant le passé et l’avenir (c’est-à-dire
le contemporain), représentant ma frontière d’innovation.
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